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ABSTRACT
The major focus of recommender systems (RSs) research is on
improving the goodness of the generated recommendations. Less
attention has been dedicated to understand the effect of an RS on
the actual users’ choices. Hence, in this paper, we propose a novel
simulation model of users’ choices under the influence of an RS.
The model leverages real rating/choice data observed up to a point
in time in order to simulate next, month-by-month, choices of the
users. We have analysed choice diversity, popularity and utility
and found that: RSs have different effects on the users’ choices;
the behaviour of new users is particularly important to understand
collective choices; and the users’ previous knowledge, i.e., their
“awareness” of the item catalogue greatly affects choice diversity.
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INTRODUCTION

Recommender Systems (RSs) can support users in their choicemaking process and are typically evaluated by measuring the precision and quality of their recommendations [7, 18]. However, it is
also important to assess how users are actually using RSs [12, 13, 21].
In that respect, a few previous works focused on understanding if
and how RSs can influence the actual users’ choices [5, 6, 9, 16, 20].
These studies have analysed aggregated measures of the impact
of RSs on the distribution of the choices made by their users. Two
approaches have been used: online experiments and simulations.
In online experiments, a web application allows online users to
choose items to consume while browsing recommendations [15, 16].
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While these studies have shown how users react to recommendations under certain conditions, they could not explore the large
number of possible alternative settings (e.g., alternative RSs, data
sets). Hence, simulations procedures of users’ choices have been
proposed [5, 9, 20]. In these simulations it is assumed that users
adopt an algorithmic choice model. For example, recommended
items are more likely to be chosen than not recommended ones.
Repeated simulated choices are produced and the collective choice
behaviour of a population of users is measured.
Even though previous simulation studies have obtained interesting results, some significant limitations need to be addressed. First
of all, synthetic data (items and users’ profiles) has mostly been used.
This has produced results of dubious validity and hard to observe
in more real operational settings. In order to cope with that issue,
we use two well-known data sets of users’ ratings, for initialising
the users’ preference model (utility), which is necessary to simulate
realistic choices. Moreover, in previous studies the impact of the
users’ knowledge of the item catalogue, what is here called their
awareness set, was not fully analysed. However, it is evident that
many items are chosen independently from the recommendations,
because users do have knowledge of the existence of these items
from other sources. Hence, also the impact on choice behaviour of
the size of the awareness set is worth to be analysed.
Hence, with the aim of better assessing RSs’ effect on users’
choices, we have designed a novel choice making simulation procedure where alternative RSs are employed and users are simulated to make repeated choices in a sequence of time intervals
(months). During each interval, users choose some items according
to a multinomial-logit choice model which is based on the estimated
utility they obtain from the items. Furthermore, the simulation
makes the assumption that users are not aware of the entire items’
catalogue; recommendations change this knowledge and are more
likely to be chosen than other items with similar utility. The simulation is initialised by using information about real user choices,
taken from two data sets: 𝑀𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑒𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑠 100𝐾 and Amazon 𝐾𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒. We
consider five different RSs, personalized and non-personalized. We
analyse the effect of RSs on the Gini index and the popularity of
the chosen items, which are measures of the choice diversity, and
on the utility of the chosen items, which gives an indication of the
quality of the users’ choices. Finally, in order to determine the role
of the users knowledge of the items’ catalogue on their choices we
have conducted simulations with alternative awareness set sizes.
While some of our results confirm hypothesis already proved in
previous studies, s.a., that the choice diversity produced by nonpersonalised RSs is smaller than that produced by personalised
RSs, we have also obtained new and unexpected results that reveal
subtle connections between RSs, users, previous choices data, and
the properties of the users’ choices (distribution and quality).

Firstly, among the non-personalised RSs, it is not the RS suggesting the most popular items (𝑃𝑂𝑃) but that suggesting items with
the largest average rating (𝐴𝑅) that leads users to make less diverse
choices.
Secondly, Among the personalised RSs, 𝐿𝑃𝐶𝐹 (Low Popularitybased Collaborative Filtering RS), which is a collaborative RS that
tends to avoid the recommendation of popular items, can produce
high diversity and even optimize the utility of the choices made
under its influence.
Thirdly, the awareness set size modulates the recommendations’
acceptance: when users have smaller awareness sets, the RS will
affect more the users’ choices compared to when the awareness set
is larger.
In conclusion, the obtained results are important as they show
that, depending on the goals of system designer, a specific RS can
be applied in a target context and its effect predicted. Moreover,
the awareness set and the RS can be simultaneously manipulated
based on system’s goal.

2

RELATED WORK

Recommender systems have drawn a lot of attention in the research
community for their ability to support online users of almost any
web portal in their decision making process. However, the effect,
which RSs can have on the choice behaviour of a single user and
globally on a community of users, has not received adequate attention. In particular, only a few simulations studies, similar to the one
that is here proposed, that focused on the effect of RSs on users’
choice behaviour have been conducted [2, 5, 9, 20].
Fleder et. al. [5] introduced a simulation in which the users iteratively select items among a small set of candidate fictitious products
based on a probabilistic multinomial-logit choice model [3]. Their
model is based on a randomly generated utility function of the users.
The higher is the utility, the more likely the item is going to be
chosen. They also assumed that the users can only select items in
a proper subset of the catalogue, which is called “awareness set”.
Moreover, if an item is recommended to a user, then the probability
that the user select the recommended item is increased. Finally,
they observed RSs’ effect on the users’ choices in terms of diversity.
This study led to interesting results and inspired our analysis. However, their simulation has been conducted under rather simplifying
modelling assumptions (e.g., they used a random utility function),
as well as, they considered a small number of users and items,
generated synthetically from a random distribution. Consequently,
their findings are limited in providing a proper picture of choice
behaviour in realistic settings.
Also Szlávik et. al. [20] designed a simulation procedure and
observed the impact of RSs on the users’ choice diversity. They
discovered that different choice models lead to different dynamics
in the choice diversity. They created alternative choice models, considering different acceptance probability of the recommendations,
i.e., forcing the simulated users to select the recommended item or
giving them the chance to select among other items. They discovered that when the users are forced to make the same number of
choices, the diversity is not necessarily increased, and the given
ratings of the users also decreases.

Finally, in a short paper [9], we have reported some initial and
preliminary results of our analysis of the effect of a few RSs on
users’ choice behaviour. We have analysed their impact only on the
Gini index, as an indicator of choice diversity, by using only one
reference data set, and when the recommender suggests a single
item. We found that Gini index does vary under the influence of
alternative RSs. However, no analysis of the impact of the awareness
set and the presence of new users was done.

3

SIMULATION OF USERS’ CHOICES

We simulate the iterative process of choice making of users for
items in a system. Users select items in monthly time intervals. We
use the observed choices in a data set, up to a certain time point
𝑡 0 , as the starting point of the simulation. We use this initial data
set to train a RS, and then we simulate the choices in successive
months. At the end of each month, the RS is re-trained by also
considering the simulated choices of that month as real signal of
their true preferences. Additionally, in order to correctly simulate
users’ choices we predict the user’s preferences over the items
(ratings) by using a Factorization Machine [17] trained on the full
set of ratings available in the data set.
The basic schema of the proposed simulation is shown in Figure 1. We assume that in each month interval, the users select
items one after another. When a user is simulated to make a choice,
first her “awareness” set is built. The awareness set limits the options a user can choose. Then, a RS suggests a set of items that
are added to the user’s awareness set. Finally, the user makes a
choice based on a choice model, where the “utility” of a choice is
assumed to be its predicted rating and influences the probability
to make a choice. New users enter the simulation on successive
months, when they actually started to make choices according to
the reference data set. However, in these cases, personalized RSs
cannot generate recommendations for these new users, because of
the lack of information of their previous choices, which are needed
to create a recommendation model for them.

3.1

Awareness Set

We assume that a generic user 𝑢 is not aware of the entire items’
catalogue and can only choose items from her Awareness Sets 𝐴𝑢 ,
which are all assumed to be of size 𝐴. Every time 𝑢 is simulated
to make a choice, her awareness set is built by including the top
𝐴 items in the list 𝐷𝑢 . 𝐷𝑢 is a ranked list which aggregates two
ranked lists: 𝐵𝑢 and 𝐻𝑢 :
• 𝐵𝑢 contains the items, which have not been chosen by 𝑢 before,
sorted with respect to their popularity. Popularity of an item is
equal to the number of times the item was chosen by the users
in the previous time intervals.
• 𝐻𝑢 contains the items, which have not been chosen by 𝑢 before,
sorted with respect to their utility for 𝑢 (predicted rating).
The two ranked lists are then aggregated by using the Borda
count method [19], and the top 𝐴 items are included in the awareness set. Hence, in practice, we assume that users are aware of
popular and high utility items. Then, the RS is supposed to modify
the awareness set of a user. In fact, if an item 𝑗 is recommended
to a user 𝑢, then this item enters in 𝑢’s awareness set (if it is not
already in). Moreover, when the user 𝑢 selects an item 𝑗 from her

awareness set, 𝑗 is removed from her awareness set; this because
we assume that a user chooses an item only once (e.g., a book is
bought only once).
In the performed simulations we varied the awareness set sizes
in order to investigate its effect on the users’ choices distribution.
In the first used data set, 𝐾𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒, we consider larger values, varying
from 500 to 50000, while in the second, 𝑀𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑒𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑠, we consider,
for lack of space, only one value, 200 (data set are fully described
in Section 4.2).

3.2

Build u’s
awareness set
(Section 3.1)

RS recommends
items to user u.
(Section 3.3)

Next
user?

Yes
Update the RS and
simulate the next
month

User u
chooses an
item (Section
3.2)

No

Figure 1: Simulation procedure of one month’s choices

Choice Model

When a user is simulated to make a choice (for an item) is is supposed to use a multinomial-logit choice model. We adopt this model
because it is a simple but effective approach, which has been previously validated. This also makes our results comparable with earlier
simulations [5]. The utility of the item 𝑗 for the user 𝑢 is assumed
to be known by the user and equal to the best estimation of the
rating of the user 𝑢 for the item 𝑗 (using the full knowledge of the
reference data set): 𝑣𝑢 𝑗 = 𝑟ˆ𝑢 𝑗 , where 𝑟ˆ𝑢 𝑗 is the predicted rating of
the item 𝑗 for the user 𝑢. 𝑢 is supposed to choose an item 𝑗 among
her awareness set’s items, with the following probability:
𝑒 𝑣𝑢 𝑗
𝑣
𝑘 ∈𝐴𝑢 𝑒 𝑢𝑘

𝑝 (𝑢 𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑗) = Í

(1)

In practice, items that have larger predicted rating are more likely to
be chosen, but the user does not necessarily select the items with the
largest predicted ratings. This assumption tries to take into account
the potential human errors introduced by utility estimation and the
fact that no decision maker is perfectly rational.

3.3

User u

Recommendations

The following five RSs are considered in the simulation and they
recommend 10 items each time a user is simulated to make a choice.
• 𝑃𝐶𝐹 - Popularity-based CF: is a neighborhood-based collaborative filtering that identifies the nearest neighbors of a target
user 𝑢 (by using the cosine similarity between the users’ 0/1
choices’ vectors). The most popular items among the choices of
the nearest neighbor users are recommended to the target user.
• 𝐿𝑃𝐶𝐹 - Low Popularity-based CF: is similar to 𝑃𝐶𝐹 , but it penalizes the score of popular items, computed by 𝑃𝐶𝐹 , by multiplying
it with the inverse of their popularity. The highest scored items
are recommended.
• 𝐹 𝑀 - Factor Model: is a RS which generates recommendations
following the approach proposed in [11].
• 𝑃𝑂𝑃 - Popularity-based: the most popular items in terms of the
number of times that they were selected before are recommended.
• 𝐴𝑅 - Average Rating: The items are scored with a variation of the
average rating. This methods is used by IMDB.com. A weighted
𝑣 ×𝑅)+( 𝑚 ×𝐶),
average is calculated for each item as:𝑊 𝑅 = ( 𝑣+𝑚
𝑣+𝑚
Where 𝑅 is the average rating for the item, 𝑣 is the number of
times that this item is rated, 𝑚 is the minimum number of ratings
required to be considered by the RS, and 𝐶 is the average of
all of the ratings in the data set. The highest scored items are
recommended.
It is here important to note that if an item 𝑗 is recommended to
the user 𝑢, by a RS, then it is added to the awareness set but also

its utility 𝑣𝑢 𝑗 is boosted by a multiplicative factor 𝛿:
𝑣𝑢 𝑗 = 𝛿 ∗ 𝑣𝑢 𝑗
Hence, recommended items are more likely to be chosen by the
user, compared with items having the same (estimated) utility, but
not recommended. This simulates the effect of recommendations
on user choice behaviour. Moreover, in order to simulate that recommended items are however not always chosen, then 𝛿 was set
to 2. We experimentally checked that with this value users choose
one of the 10 recommended items with 60-70% probability.

4 EXPERIMENTAL STRATEGY
4.1 Evaluation Metrics
By running the above described simulation procedure we are interested to measure the effect of RSs on the distribution of the users
choices. Particularly, we are interested in their diversity and quality.
Hence, we introduce here three metrics that capture these properties. The simulation results shown later are obtained by averaging
the measured metrics over 5 repetitions of the simulation.
Moreover, for each month in the simulation, we show metric results computed over the “accumulated” choices up to the simulated
month, i.e., from the first simulated month to a target simulated
month. We will then analyse the variation of the metric at successive time intervals.
In order to measure choice diversity we use the Gini index
that has also been considered in related studies [1, 5, 14, 16, 20].
Gini index definition is based on the “Lorenz curve” 𝐿(𝑥), which is
the fraction of the choices generated by the lowest 100*𝑥% chosen
𝐴 , where
items, 𝑥 ∈ [0, 1] [4]. The Gini index is then: 𝐺 = 𝐴+𝐵
∫1
1
𝐴 = 0 (𝑥 − 𝐿(𝑥))𝑑𝑥 and 𝐵 = 2 − 𝐴. The Gini index measures
inequality distribution with a single value 𝐺 ∈ [0, 1]. G is 0 when a
perfectly uniform distribution of choices across items is observed,
while it is close to 1 when choices are including only a small part
of the items’ catalogue.
We also measure the average utility of the users’ choices. It is
the mean of the (predicted) rating of the users chosen items. For
each user, we compute the average rating of the chosen items, then
we average the users’ mean values. We are interested in this metric
to understand if a RS helps the users to find valuable items. The
predicted rating of a user for an item is in fact the only measure
that we have at our disposal to assess the quality of their choices.
Finally, we measure the popularity of the chosen items. In every
simulation month, the average popularity of an item is equal to the
number of times that this item has been chosen by the users up

to that time point, divided by the overall number of choices in the
previous months.

4.2

Datasets

We searched for time-stamped choice data sets for our study and
we selected two of them that have different characteristics and
exemplify others: Amazon 𝐾𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒 1 [10] and 𝑀𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑠 100𝐾 [8].
𝑀𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑒𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑠 contains 100,000 ratings given by 943 users to 1682
movies in less than 8 months. The first four months’ choices are
considered as the starting point of the simulation. Then we simulate
the successive four months’ choices. 𝑀𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑒𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑠 100𝐾 is used here
since it is well known and has been analysed in several previous
papers. However, in this data set, the full set of rated items could
not be considered as equivalent to the user choices. In fact, a user
can rate a movie in the catalogue without having chosen it before.
Therefore, we decided to consider as users’ choices the movies with
ratings equal or larger than 4, which is a common approach to
separate relevant from not relevant recommendations.
However, having a data set with users’ actual choices should
help to better simulate their choices. Hence, we decided to use
the 𝐾𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒 data set which actually contains ratings mostly for real
book purchases. It contains 3,205,467 ratings given by 1,406,890
users to 430,530 items over roughly 16 years. This data set is very
sparse, especially in the first 10 years of data. So we decided to
consider a higher number of months’ choices as starting point of
the simulation. We have therefore initially trained the RSs with
the first 144 months data (12 years) and then simulated the users’
choices (and iteratively retrained the RSs) in the next 10 months.
From the starting date to month 154 in the 𝐾𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒 data set, 29,059
ratings are present, expressed by 18,764 users for 12,335 items.
In the 𝐾𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒 dataset there are more users and items, compared
to 𝑀𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑠 100𝐾, and the average number of choices per user is
much smaller: 1.5 v.s. 57. Hence, 𝐾𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒 data is much sparser than
𝑀𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑠. This data set is therefore useful to understand the effect
of high sparsity on the Gini index, which is not clear yet.

5

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Choice diversity. We analyse first the effect of RSs on the diversity of the simulated choices by considering the evolution of the
Gini index, at the end of each simulation month. In Figure 2 the x
axis is the simulation month number and the y axis shows the Gini
index calculated over the choices made from the beginning of the
simulation until the end of month x. The label “Observed” refers to
the Gini measured on the actual choices of the users observed in
the data set. Here the awareness set size is 200 for MovieLens and
2000 for Kindle.
𝑃𝐶𝐹 , 𝐿𝑃𝐶𝐹 and 𝐹 𝑀 (personalised RSs) produce lower Gini than
𝐴𝑅 and 𝑃𝑂𝑃 (non-personalised RSs). We discovered that Gini, for
the personalised RSs is also influenced by the presence of many
new users. For these users personalized RSs do not generate recommendations. Hence, in the absence of recommendations, only
the item utility determines the choices (see Eq. 1), which will be
more uniformly distributed among the candidate choices, as no
item has an increased probability to be chosen. Conversely, when
the non-personalised RSs are used, all the users, including the new
1 http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/

ones, will receive the same recommendations. Hence, especially the
new users, in comparison with personalised RSs, are more likely
to choose from a narrower range of items. Hence, Gini, for nonpersonalised RSs is larger. Among personalised RSs, we can observe
that 𝐿𝑃𝐶𝐹 produces the lowest Gini (highest diversity). In fact,
we also measured that 𝐿𝑃𝐶𝐹 recommends the highest number of
distinct items compared to the other RSs.
Among the non-personalized RSs, quite surprisingly, 𝐴𝑅 produces a much lower choice diversity, compared to 𝑃𝑂𝑃. In fact, 𝐴𝑅
recommends the items with the largest average rating/utility. So the
items recommended by 𝐴𝑅 have typically already a higher utility,
compared to those recommended by 𝑃𝑂𝑃 (as we have measured).
Hence, the difference in utility between the recommended and not
recommended items is larger for 𝐴𝑅, and, since the choice probability grows with item utility (see Eq. 1), there is a higher probability
that users will select the items recommended by 𝐴𝑅 compared to
those recommended by 𝑃𝑂𝑃. Consequently, the choices influenced
by 𝐴𝑅 will be less diverse.
Popularity and utility of the choices. We have also measured the popularity of the chosen items, not shown here for lack
of space. In both data sets, non-personalised RSs produced choices
for items with higher popularity, compared to the personalized
ones. In fact, 𝑃𝑂𝑃 and 𝐴𝑅 push users to select a narrower range of
items, the recommended items are chosen many times, and their
popularity increases. However, quite surprisingly, 𝑃𝑂𝑃 causes a
lower popularity of the chosen items compared to 𝐴𝑅. This is due to
the fact that the recommended items in 𝑃𝑂𝑃 have a relatively lower
utility and thus the simulated users are less likely to choose them.
Among the personalized RSs, instead, the choices influenced by
𝐿𝑃𝐶𝐹 are for the least popular items (as expected by its definition).
Moreover, we also calculated the average utility/rating of the
users’ choices. We discovered that in both data sets, personalized
RSs lead to choices with higher average utility. Additionally, when
𝐿𝑃𝐶𝐹 is used, on average, users choose items that have higher
(predicted) utility. We recall that the utility of an item for a user
is estimated by using a factorization machine algorithm that considers all the available rating data (hence it is independent from
the 𝐿𝑃𝐶𝐹 predicted score of the items). Hence, the choices made
under the influence of 𝐿𝑃𝐶𝐹 seems to be more “accurate”. This is
unexpected, as we thought that 𝐹 𝑀 should excel in that respect.
This can be explained by the fact that by decreasing the score of
popular items, 𝐿𝑃𝐶𝐹 can find and suggest items which are more
specific to the users, hence with larger utility. It is instead easier to
explain that under the influence of 𝑃𝑂𝑃 the utility of the chosen
items is the lowest, since the RS maximises the popularity of the
recommendations, which may not always yield the best items for
each user.
Impact on choice diversity of the awareness set. Figure 3
shows the evolution of the Gini index when the choices are influenced by the 𝑃𝐶𝐹 RS, for different awareness set sizes (𝐾𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒 data
set). Clearly, by increasing the awareness set size a higher diversity
is observed, getting closer to the Gini index of the observed choices.
We decided to further study this effect by considering the joint
effect of the RS and the awareness set size 𝐴. In the 𝐾𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒 data set,
we considered 𝐴 =1000, 2000 and 5000.
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Figure 2: Evolution of the Gini index of the observed and simulated choices under five different RSs.
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awareness set size, the Gini index decreases the for all the RSs. This
is because higher awareness set sizes allow the users to select items
among a larger collection. Hence, the choices become more diverse.
RSs’ relative impact on the diversity of the choices does not seem
to change with the awareness size. Additionally, larger awareness
sizes, produces choices less focused on the recommended items,
and this explains why the Gini index of the RSs are more similar to
each other, when the larger awareness set is used.
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Figure 4 shows that the awareness set size has an important effect
on Gini, even larger than the effect produced by the RSs. In the figure
it is shown this metric for the last month of the simulation process
(all the accumulated choices are counted). Firstly, by increasing the

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have proposed a simulation procedure modelling
month-by-month users’ choice making under the effect of alternative RSs. The procedure was designed to be as close as possible to
a real evolution of users’ choices. We discovered that both the RS
algorithm and the user awareness of the catalogue affect choices’
distribution, popularity and utility. We discovered that the user
awareness size is even more important than the RS to capture the
real dynamics of the user choices. We also discovered, some novel
properties of RSs, such that a non-personalised RSs suggesting
items with average high rating can produce the lowest diversity
of the choices, and for popular items, even more than the simple
recommendation of popular items. We also discovered that a personalised RS that penalises popular items (𝐿𝑃𝐶𝐹 ) can improve choice
diversity without penalising their utility.
Hence, we have shown how informative can be our simulation
approach. We believe that it can help other researchers to investigate RSs’ effect on users’ behaviour. It can be used in operational
systems to investigate the impact of changing different system parameters, such as the recommendation approach or the number
of recommended items. In the future, one can easily experiment
variations of the proposed simulation. For instance, it is possible to
simulate users repeatedly choosing the same item, as it is common
in the music domain. Or, one could simulate the effect of having
users with significant differences in their awareness set sizes.
Moreover, we still need to better understand and correctly model
other factors that influence users’ choices, s.a., the relationships
between users, and the users’ knowledge of the items. Furthermore,
we need to be able to predict the number of choices made by each
user, in order to build a more flexible and predictive model.
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